Hoof Wrap Soaker Sack Directions:
While ice packs are freezing use Soaker
Sacks for immediate relief
1. Place hoof pads in the bottom of sacks
2. Place horse's hoof in sack
3. Fill sack with crushed ice and water
4. Secure with Velcro straps

To Use Ice Horse Pro Therapy Boots:
Step 1: Immediate help
• Open IceHorse Pro Therapy Laminitis Boots packages. Remove
  Cold Capsule Ice Packs and place in freezer, with each pack's
  round white seal facing up so it can "breathe".
• While ice packs are freezing, open Hoof Wrap Soaker Sack
  package. Insert hoof pad in bottom of sack, fill sack with crushed
  ice and water. Place hoof in sack and secure with Velcro straps.

Step 2: Prepare Laminitis Boots
• Check to see that Laminitis Boots ice packs are frozen and the ice
  crystals turn white (initial freezing time is 8-12 hours, depending
  on freezer temperature – after initial freeze, ice packs will
  refreeze in approximately 4 hours). Remove Hoof Wrap soaker
  sacks from horse's hoof.
• Use 3 ice packs per boot. Remove tape from Velcro strips on the
  back of each ice pack.
• Open the Laminitis Boot all the way and attach ice packs
  vertically to the stiff panels inside the boot.

Step 3: Attaching the Laminitis Boots
• With the Ice Horse logo facing the front of the horse's hoof, hold
  boot open, lift and place the hoof in the boot, and set it back down.
• Fasten the stiff panels around the horse's leg.
• Pull the REAR outer elasticized panel tightly around the stiff panels
  and fasten with Velcro tabs.
• Pull the FRONT outer elasticized panel tightly around the stiff
  panels and fasten to the outside of the rear panel.
• Secure the boot with the strap around the pastern area to prevent
  ice from slipping downward.

Step 4: Refresh the Boot's Ice Packs
• Check ice packs after approximately two to two and a half hours.
  The first application of ice packs should provide therapeutic level
  of cooling for about 2-2 1/2 hours. If ice crystals have turned clear,
  replace with second set of ice packs.
• Unwrap the boot, peel off the ice pack and replace with frozen
  packs. NOTE: the boot does not need to be removed from the
  horse's hoof.
• Return first set of ice packs to freezer. They will refreeze in about 4
  hours after the initial freeze.
• Check second set of ice packs in 4 hours. Replace as necessary.
  Continue treatment for 24-48 hours.